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PART 1

CE HUBs
Understanding and further focus
a) CE HUBs in the CITYCIRCLE application
 understanding

b) Classification of cities
 further focus when examining
•

literature

•

different approaches
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PART 1

CE HUBs
Understanding and further focus
a) CE HUBs in the CITYCIRCLE application


Objectives



Project relevance & approach

 Understanding of CE HUBs in

non-metropolitan cities of Central Europe
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PART 1

CE HUBs
Understanding and further focus
b) Classification of Cities


Why is a classification needed ?
“Cities are different. So are solutions.”



Different approaches


Ellen MacArthur Foundation



cscp | Bertelsmann

 Further focus when examining
literature and examples
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PART 2

CE HUBs
“City governments and their role in enabling a CE transition”
a) Ellen MacArthur
Urban policy levers

b) European Investment Bank (EIB)
The 15 circular steps for cities

c) Urban Agenda for the EU
What can a local authority do ?
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PART 3

CE HUBs
Special focus: Clusters in the CE transition
Building partnerships for sustainable transition of
SMEs





Ambition of clusters
Cluster support
Study results from Denmark
How clusters are powering the circular transition
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PART 4

CE HUBs _

cases / examples

Focus on city governments and clusters
a) Learning Centres of CE
Transforming Municipality Districts
Case Maribor, Slovenia

b) Learning Centres and Entrepreneurial Networks
IMPACT HUBS

c) A Network of Regional Innovation Hubs
C-VoUCHER

d) Clusters
Case Ostwestfalen-Lippe
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PART 5

CE HUBs _

cases / examples

Industrial Symbiosis
a) Definition
b) Examples
FISSAC Project
Paperchain Project
Kalundborg Symbiosis
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PART 6

CE HUBs –

cases / examples

Focus on regional and two smaller national HUBs
a) Regional Hubs
Circular Flanders is the HUB and the inspiration
for the Flemish CE (+ webinar)

b) National Hubs
Switzerland – Movement for a CE
Australia – The National CE HUB
more examples (not further elaborated here)
- SITRA, Finland & Kemi Circular and Bioeconomy Center, Lapland
(+ webinar)
- Zero Waste Scotland, Scotland
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INTRO
A circular city tomorrow
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INTRO
Challenges and benefits of cities
Challenges


Structural waste and economic losses

Benefits
 Increase disposable income

in cities


Ecosystem degradation and negative

 Reduce carbon emissions

environmental impacts


Consumer culture and lifestyles

 Increase livability



Growing inequality within cities

 Potential for positive impact on
employment opportunities in the city
 Health benefits

cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: P21&32f.
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INTRO _ THE BASIC LOOPS OF CE

Source: modified from on Stahel and Clift (2016)
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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PART 1

CE HUBs
Understanding and further focus
a) CE HUBs in the CITYCIRCLE application
 understanding

b) Classification of cities
 further focus when examining
•

literature

•

different approaches
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PART 1

CE HUBs
Understanding and further focus

a) CE HUBs in the CITYCIRCLE application


Objectives



Project relevance & approach

 Understanding of CE HUBs in

non-metropolitan cities of Central Europe
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CITYCIRCLE – HUBS UNDERSTANDING
Application – objectives
1.

Setting-up quadruple-helix CE hubs in partner cities non-metropolitan cities of Central Europe in order
to establish linkages among key circular economy stakeholders
(companies, public administration, universities and citizens).

Specific objective
All partner cities are dedicated to improve their innovative capacities by interlinking key
innovation actors (public administration, companies, public utilities, R&D institutions, endusers) into circular economy hubs.
These new innovation networks (or existing networks transformed) will provide a space for
designing new solutions in the CE field – material, waste, water, energy, soil, food circles
supported by business models (PPPs, new value-chains, new services, policy solutions…). …

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CITYCIRCLE – HUBS UNDERSTANDING
Application - objectives
2.

enabling and facilitating the innovation processes in CE cities by
educating quadruple-helix stakeholders and providing tools for the
management of efficient CE innovation processes and to deploy
CE solutions.

Specific objective
Since the concept of CE is new to many stakeholders in partner cities, building a knowledge
base in newly-established hubs is necessary to enable them to work in the field.
A set of tools will be provided to equip hubs with guidelines at the development of CE
solutions. They will provide instructions and tips on how to design value-chains in CE and will
also give RIS3 national strategy framework and showcases from all partner countries.
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CITYCIRCLE – HUBS UNDERSTANDING
Application – project relevance & approach
By establishing CE quadruple-helix hubs as local innovation networks of private and public
institutions in partner cities, CITYCIRCLE will provide innovation systems to facilitate
innovation and transfer of technology, services and business models.
By providing hubs with tools and knowledge, the project will enable the hubs to generate
innovative solutions in CE in their urban ecosystems in a long-run.

CITYCIRCLE will provide cities with organizational infrastructure (quadruple-helix circular
economy hubs), knowledge and tools (implementation kit, trainings) and assistance with
design of local CE solutions - a bottom-up support to their RIS3 and their physical
implementation on a project level.
Thus, CITYCIRCLE is placing the cities and their administrations in a heart of CE ecosystems
and is introducing cross-sectorial horizontal approach with quadruple-helix partnership
management structure.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CITYCIRCLE – HUBS UNDERSTANDING
CE HUB _ Understanding


Where ?



Peripheral urban centres = non-metropolitan cities of Central Europe



Who ?



quadruple-helix - establish linkages among key CE stakeholders 
public administration, companies, public utilities, universities, R&D
institutions, citizens



What

? 


improve innovative capacities
cross-sectorial horizontal approach



By establishing CE quadruple-helix HUBs as local innovation networks of private and public
institutions in partner cities.



These new innovation networks (or existing networks transformed) will provide a space for
designing new solutions in the CE field – material, waste, water, energy, soil, food circles
supported by business models (PPPs, new value-chains, new services, policy solutions…).



CITYCIRCLE will provide cities with organizational infrastructure (quadruple-helix CE
HUBs), knowledge and tools (implementation kit, trainings) and assistance with design of
local CE solutions - a bottom-up support to their RIS3 and their physical implementation on
a project level.
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CITYCIRCLE – HUBS UNDERSTANDING
CE quadruple-helix HUBs


key innovation actors








public administration,
companies,
public utilities,
R&D institutions,
end-users

circular economy hubs



new innovation networks or existing networks transformed
will provide a space for designing new solutions in the CE field
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CITYCIRCLE – HUBS UNDERSTANDING

Who can enable the
transition to a circular
city ?
 a collaborative effort
across the value chain is
needed,
 involving individuals,
 the private sector,
 different levels of
government,
 civil society.


TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: P36.
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PART 1

CE HUBs
Understanding and further focus
b) Classification of Cities


Why is a classification needed ?
“Cities are different. So are solutions.”



Different approaches


Ellen MacArthur



cscp | Bertelsmann

 Further focus when examining
literature and examples
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION
Ellen MacArthur Foundation
Publication:

City Governments and their Role in Enabling a Circular
Economy Transition – an Overview of Urban Policy Levers:
March 2019.

Examples:

“Over 100 cases from more than 70 cities around the world have been
included to provide short, practical examples of the various policy steps
…” (Ellen MacArthur 2019: P9.)

City levels:

taken into consideration
 Capitals
 Major cities
 Smaller cities

Also mentioned:

regional / national level
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION
“Cities are different. So are solutions.”
“The prospect of urban innovation excites the imagination. But dreaming
up what a “Circular City” will look like in some gleaming future is, by its
nature, a utopian exercise. The fact is that no two cities are same, what’s
appealing for the young in Copenhagen certainly won’t help millions of
workers in Dhaka or Lagos.”
cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: Monitor Sustainable Municipalities. Key topic Circular Economy. Report. P21.
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION
CE city framework – four quadrants

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: P21.
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: P24.
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION
Initiatives – Emerging / pioneering


The city of Maribor in Slovenia is redirecting its operations, the performance of
its businesses and citizens, toward the efficient resource management model.



Lavasa, India, a hill city prone to monsoons, droughts, and threats of erosion, has been modelled after
the ecosystem of the dense forest around it incorporating the principles of Biomimicry.



UrbanWINS project which is funded by the Research and Innovation Program Horizon 2020 that studies
how eight cities in Europe consume resources and products, and how they eliminate the waste
produced, in order to develop and test innovative plans and solutions aimed at improving waste
prevention and management.



Abuja Centenary City is using biomimicry on a systems level. The city is being modelled on nature‘s
systems in terms of its transportation, water and waste management, energy production.



The historic city of İzmir, Turkey is using the urban metabolic approach to harness the output of one
urban system, like solid waste management, to fuel another, like electricity generation.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: P24.
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: P23.
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION
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CITYCIRCLE – CITIES CLASSIFICATION
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cscp | BertelsmannStiftung 2019: P25.
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PART 2

CE HUBs
“City governments and their role in enabling a CE transition”
a) Ellen MacArthur
Urban policy levers

b) European Investment Bank (EIB)
The 15 circular steps for cities

c) Urban Agenda for the EU
What can a local authority do ?
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CITY GOVERNMENTS - ROLE
Urban policy levers
Interlinkages &
relationships
between policy levers
 No single route for developing CE city roadmaps exists
 Making use of urban metabolism tools
 Taking a sector-based approach
 Co-developing city visions with a wide range of urban stakeholders
 Identifying
and metrics against which progress
Stimulatingindicators
skill development









Mainstreaming
CE principles
into specific
levers guides
Running capacity-building
workshops
and policy
development
Convening stakeholders to stimulate collaboration around CE
Mainstreaming
CE into
other cross-cutting
Supporting physical
community
innovation and repair hubs
opportunities
Developing material marketplaces and skills for new material applications
Working with partners to identify regulatory barriers
Developing tailored capacity building programmes for local businesses and
Sharing knowledge with other cities to support a CE transition
entrepreneurs
Using participation mechanism to uncover CE opportunities

(Policyinformation
innovation on
labs,
 Making
CEparticipatory
city plans andbudgeting,
initiativescrowdsourcing
easily accessible online
andand
challenge
mechanism)
 Hosting
supporting
awareness-raising events
 Using communication campaigns to encourage new habits
 Sharing information on local services and needs to support CE practices
 Developing projects that can inspire and showcase the potential of a CE

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CITY GOVERNMENTS - ROLE
15 circular steps for cities

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.eib.org/attachments/thematic/circular_economy_15_steps_for_cities_en.pdf: P6ff
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CITY GOVERNMENTS - ROLE

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://vlaanderen-circulair.be/circulargovernance/index.html
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CITY GOVERNMENTS - ROLE
1

Create a circular strategy if possible, but, it can also be equally effective to integrate circular
principles and actions in an existing long-term climate strategy, or in a LT plan to reach the
Sustainable Development Goals. Several examples of a circular vision can be found at
#CEStakeholderEU.

2

A new method of collaborating – both between the city's various departments and its inhabitants and
companies – is required to effectively implement a circular strategy. Through the infographic you can
see how different functions in a city can lead to circular breakthroughs, e.g. sharing initiatives have
a positive impact, both from a poverty prevention perspective and from an environmental
department.

3

In their exemplary role, cities can have a huge impact on the implementation of a circular strategy.
By using their purchasing power, they are able to grow the market for circular suppliers as well as
lead by example. You can find some examples and context through The Urban Agenda on Public
Procurement and the European ProCirc project with focuse on circular procurement. The Urban
Agenda CE Partnership and onLand Use Partnership created a handbook together on the reuse of
buildings and spaces.

4

The lack of data and indicators for CE transition on a city level is an important barrier. Therefore,
the Urban Agenda has listed 30 indicators to help cities with their strategy and in their use of data of
resources for policy improvements. Collected data often end up in a drawer, but could be used as an
input for circular actions.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://vlaanderen-circulair.be/circulargovernance/index.html
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CITY GOVERNMENTS - ROLE
5

A city can support sharing initiatives originated by citizens by providing a space or people to help in
the organization, but they can also share their own assets as cars, tools, or buildings. In close
partnership with ESPON, the partnership for CE has created a Collaborative Economy Knowledge Pack
for cities.

6

Cities who invest in awareness-raising and training of citizens, see an increase of bottom-up
initiatives and a wider acceptance of necessary actions. The Urban Resource Centres described in the
Urban Agenda are testbeds for circular solutions and influence the behaviour of citizens. Examples of
collaboration with schools and Higher Education can also be found on the #CEstakeholderEU.

7

When citizens organise events, repair cafes, and circular challenges, a city can help with the
communication, promotion and with the exchange of knowledge and experiences. But, as a city you
can also offer support with financial incentives. More information in the Circular City Funding Guide.

8

Cities play a crucial role in local symbioses because they have the overview of resources and
stakeholders in their region. The Circular Resource Management Roadmap created within the Urban
Agenda CE Partnership helps cities to create a step by step resource efficiency plan.
Cities can support businesses by simplifying legislation, or adjusting the city tax system in favoure of
circular business models. Examples on financial support can be found in the Circular City Funding
Guide.
Startups or companies who invest in circular business models need extra marketing support to inform
potential clients. Cities have a lot of communication tools to give those companies extra exposure,
while a city also benefits from this publicity. Success stories can be posted and found on the
#CEstakeholderEU.
36
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PART 3

CE HUBs
Special focus: Clusters in the CE transition
Building partnerships for sustainable transition of
SMEs





Ambition of clusters
Cluster support
Study results from Denmark
How clusters are powering the circular transition

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CLUSTERS IN THE CE TRANSITION
Clusters role


Ambition of clusters must be to support companies – especially SME’s –






to more efficiently tap into new knowledge and business opportunities in the CE,
to boost their specialization, possibilities for investments,
to internationalise and get access global value chains.

Clusters support






changing mindsets,
developing new competences,
rethinking business models,
supplying living labs and
defining new costumers and green investors.

“Clusters in the Circular Economy” is co-financed by Interreg Baltic Sea Region Project Circular PP and Cluster Excellence
Denmark. Sept 2019. P3 & 5.
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CLUSTERS IN THE CE TRANSITION
Study results from Denmark


roundabout 250 green clusters in Europe with a high potential
for pushing the CE forward faster and more efficient



2/3 of the Danish clusters are involved in CE



also clusters not directly related to the classical green sectors
are working with CE in their sectors

“Clusters in the Circular Economy”, 2019: P6.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CLUSTERS IN THE CE TRANSITION
Study results from Denmark


key impacts for
companies are …

“Clusters in the Circular Economy”,
2019: P6.
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CLUSTERS IN THE CE TRANSITION
Study results from Denmark


Variety of services
developed …

“Clusters in the Circular Economy”,
2019: P7.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CLUSTERS IN THE CE TRANSITION
How clusters are powering the circular transition



Clusters building bridges to circular knowledge



Clusters putting circular policy into action



Access to circular funding for SME



Clusters and sustainable development goals



Circular public procurement supported by clusters

“Clusters in the Circular Economy”, 2019: P8ff.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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PART 4

CE HUBs _

cases / examples

Focus on city governments and clusters
a) Learning Centres of CE
Transforming Municipality Districts
Case Maribor, Slovenia

b) Learning Centres and Entrepreneurial Networks
IMPACT HUBS

c) A Network of Regional Innovation Hubs
C-VoUCHER

d) Clusters
Case Ostwestfalen-Lippe
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ LEARNING CENTRES
CE at EIT Climate-KIC


In the focus area CE “EIT Climate-KIC empowers entire regions, industries and
communities to implement a bold transition towards circular economy. To us,
this means combining tailored actions across education, entrepreneurship
and innovation to change whole systems from linear to circular.”



The Circular Cities project is investigating how a city district and areas can be
a transforming agent and create smart and sustainable neighbourhoods.
EIT Climate-KIC: Transforming Municipality Districts into Learning Centres of Circular Economy. In partnership with the
EIT Climate-KIC Circular Cities Project. 2019: P4.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ LEARNING CENTRES
Transforming Municipality Districts
“The aim of this publication is to showcase how different municipalities
create innovation platforms where entrepreneurs, NGOs and community
groups can turn different waste streams into new products, new design,
new innovative ideas and how these efforts can generate work and at the
same time minimise waste.”

EIT Climate-KIC. 2019: P3.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ MUNICIPALITY DISTRICTS
How municipal cases can work as drivers towards CE


The report showcases 13 (14) examples of specific CE HUBs at a district and area level to
explain how cities across Europe concrete circular economic concepts have been
designed and executed, including a detailed explanation for the potential CE business
cases and technologies which can cascade circular business opportunities.



2 pages per case with the following outline













Who was the team?
What was the vision/goals?
What is the local waste recycling context?
How did you do it? (your approach)
What was done? (activities)
What was achieved? (impact)
What were the challenges?
Next steps
City Contact Details
Summary
Time period
Information source

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
EIT Climate-KIC. 2019: P5 and cases.
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CE HUBS _ MUNICIPALITY DISTRICTS
CE topic

Where ?

Product reuse &
remanufacture





Gothenburg, Sweden
Berlin, Germany
Hjorring, Denmark



Sustainable living &
construction





Trondheim, Norway
Malmö, Sweden
Maribor, Slovenia





Experimental housing at Svarlamon
Sege Park – Urban district for circular living
CINDERELA – Resource efficient construction
sector

Waste systems




Maribor, Slovenia
Trento, Italy




Sorting plant for mixed municipal waste
Greencycle: introducing a Cesystem to Alpine
Space to achieve low carbon targets

Engagement hubs
and urban labs



Trondheim, Norway







Copenhagen, Denmark
Helsinki, Finland
Utrecht, Netherlands





City libraries as platforms for repair, exchange
and lend
Circular South Harbour
Smart Kalasatama
Werkspoorkwartier: Creative circular
manufacturing




Aarhus, Denmark
Maribor, Slovenia




Food and agriculture

What ?


CURE Pathfinder project – Centres for Urban
Remanufacture
Repos project – People, preservation, purpose:
Reuse of large household appliances

From Grounds to Gourmet
Urban soil 4 food

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
EIT Climate-KIC. 2019: P6f.
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CE HUBS _ MUNICIPALITY DISTRICTS
Findings












City-led physical location where to learn and work with circular economy concept under the mantra
”Reduce-Reuse-Recycle-Rethink” is an effective and low cost way to accelerating the transition to the
CE and to scale out good ideas and test new innovative initiatives.
Through engaging the general public, city administrations can expect to become more up-to-date with
regards to the newest circular knowledge and ideas available.
Most of the cases presented have created a social media outreach and created an ecosystem which
thrives and accelerate to new ideas and create knowledge sharing.
In the longer term, City-led CE learning centre can help facilitate a number of co-benefits including
social engagement, profit, learning, inspiration and just make the circular transition an every-persons
business.
Through the provision of resources, material, data and professional feedback, cities can encourage and
support individuals and start-ups whilst reaping the benefits of improved circular solutions tailor made
for use in their situation.
By reaching out to the community groups and entrepreneurs, the city administration can find itself
more closely engaged with its public, promoting participation in city issues and increasing awareness of
the climate and sustainability in general.
Through adopting the Open Innovation concept and taking the lead in sustainable innovation processes,
cities will be able to brand themselves as front-runners in the race to achieve their climate goals on
the international stage.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
EIT Climate-KIC. 2019: P60.
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CE HUBS _ MUNICIPALITY DISTRICTS
Barriers to successful implement circular learning
centre








Implementing circular learning centres into the operations of a city isn’t necessarily
straightforward.
Regulatory barriers should not hinder that community, entrepreneurs and the general
public get actively involved in the circular transition and use available city districts as
testbeds to fast track a circular city transition
Barriers such as the fragmented administrative landscape within the city municipal
boundary can also be difficult to overcome.
Certain solution providers find that the time frames that administrative municipalities
commonly work to can be problematic with their own.
It is apparent that a large proportion of the barriers to create more circular economy
learning centres arise due a city’s lack of resource capacity and or mismatch in skill set.
In many cases, it is useful for progressive and ambitious administrations to enlist the help
of experienced facilitators who can assist with the planning and organisation of the
learning centres.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
EIT Climate-KIC. 2019: P60f.
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CE HUBS _ MUNICIPALITY DISTRICTS
Key learnings
Stakeholders need to be kept motivated.
 CE learning centres, by definition, involves large numbers of actors, stakeholders and collaborators.
 Circular district can be difficult to manage, particularly when motivation to engage with the process is
driven by the desire to create differing forms of value.
A varied stakeholder group often produces the best results – “multi-actor” platform.
 CE learning centres is often more effective when it includes actors from different backgrounds - i.e.
start-ups, SMEs, corporates, universities, the public sector etc.
 Access and exposure to the different knowledge, experiences and thoughts typically held by different
types of individuals and organisations ensures that certain new, more alternative or up-to-date thinking,
applicable to the desired solution(s) aren’t missed.
Match-makers help, a lot.
 Successful implementation processes in the CE learning centres benefit from supporting actors who
connect and match stakeholders together, build bridges between them and act as brokers between the
different sub-divisions of the collaboration.
 These match-making nodes are essentially acting as civic accelerators, building bridges between
players.
 Match-makers can become key in keeping the overall process in motion.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
EIT Climate-KIC. 2019: P62.
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CE HUBS _ LEARNING CENTRES
EIT Climate-KIC – another report
Municipality-led circular economy case studies


Published in collaboration with C40, this first project publication provides a unique
overview of concrete circular economy initiatives from cities through 40 examples from
around the world. It showcases how cities today are viably putting the circular economy
concept into practice to realise systemic change on a district and city level, which can
then be scaled-up, not only regionally, but internationally as well.

EIT Climate-KIC: Municipality-led circular economy case studies. In partnership with the EIT Climate-KIC Circular Cities
Project. 2018.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ LEARNING CENTRES

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ LEARNING CENTRES
Further example
CRCLR – Hub for Circular Economy in Berlin


The CRCLR House is a Berlin based center for CE practices.



CRCLR is a Think- and Do Tank and stands for “circular”.



The CRCLR mission is to catalyse the transition towards a CE.

“The CRCLR team has created a unique, open space to explore creative
community-based solutions to systemic global problems. It’s the place to be for all
things circular in Berlin.” Joe Iles, Ellen MacArthur Foundation.
https://crclr.org/about/about-crclr

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ LEARNING CENTRES
Case MARIBOR, Slovenia


Already mentioned in CITIES CLASSIFICATION _ emerging economy / pioneering city _ The
city of Maribor in Slovenia is redirecting its operations, the performance of its businesses
and citizens, toward the efficient resource management model.



3 times mentioned in the EIT Climate-KIC report

CE topic

Where ?

What ?

Sustainable living &
construction



Maribor, Slovenia



CINDERELA – Resource efficient construction
sector

Waste systems



Maribor, Slovenia



Sorting plant for mixed municipal waste

Food and agriculture



Maribor, Slovenia



Urban soil 4 food

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ MARIBOR, SLOVENIA
Webinar presentation
Further Reading:
WCYCLE Institute Maribor: Strategy for the Transition to Circular Economy
in the Municipality of Maribor. Maribor, July 2018.

As well as on the next slides:
WCYCLE Institute –
Re-thinking the business model of Maribor
https://www.circularcityfundingguide.eu/case-studies/wcycle-institute-rethinking-the-business-model-of-maribor/

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ MARIBOR, SLOVENIA
WCYCLE Institute –
Re-thinking the business model of Maribor
The City of Maribor recognized at an early stage the potential of the CE as an approach to
regional development. However, the Slovenian city acknowledged that it did not have
enough implementation capacity to fulfil its full circular potential and therefore established
the WCYCLE Institute. The institute is established as a platform for the local utility
companies to re-think their business models. The institute has become a good platform to
discuss and initiate new CE projects for different stakeholders in the city and the region.
The focus of the institute is long-term, in line with the city’s well-developed strategy for the
transition to a CE. Implementation of projects, however, is already well on its way.
WCYCLE
The WCYCLE Institute brings together the following five local utility companies:






Snaga: public waste management company
Energetika Maribor: public energy company
Nigrad: public company for infrastructural works
Mariborski vodovod: public water company
Marprom: public company for urban transportation

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ MARIBOR, SLOVENIA
WCYCLE Institute –
Re-thinking the business model of Maribor
Together, the five companies are responsible for the management of a majority of local
material streams. The institute has identified twenty projects to improve the circularity of
these streams and the related business case. To foster collaboration between partner
organisations, it was agreed that initiated projects have participation from and should
benefit at least two of the five utility companies.
Implementation of projects
The preparatory phase of the institute, around 2016, coincided with the development and
start of a project for the Interreg Alpine Space Programme called Greencycle . This project
was initiated to define a strategy for the circular transition in Maribor, with the central idea
that CE provides a holistic approach for the implementation of low-carbon strategies. In
2018, the Strategy for the Transition to CE was finalised and it now provides a strong basis
for the implementation of new projects.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ MARIBOR, SLOVENIA
WCYCLE Institute –
Re-thinking the business model of Maribor
The Institute identified, in this respect, the following initiatives to improve the circularity of
local resource streams:
 Automated waste sorting plant: the construction of the plant started in 2017. The plant
has a capacity to process almost 40.000 tonnes per year of mixed municipal waste. The
ambition of the plant is to eventually extract 77% of the waste inputs as materials for
recycling and 9% for energy recovery, leaving only a small share for landfill disposal.
 Urban Soil 4 Food (Urban Innovative Actions): in this project, organic waste is composted
and mixed with soil from construction works in the city to create a soil that can be used
for food production, in parks, and for construction.
 Cinderela project (Horizon 2020): in 2018, Maribor started collaborating with twelve
partners from seven countries in this project that aims to create CE business models to
achieve more sustainable urban infrastructure.
 Winpol Interreg Europe: in this project, the city collaborates with eight other European
cities with a common focus to implement new waste innovation technologies. In the
project, the City of Maribor optimised its waste collection transport routes and
introduced a Re-use market.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.circularcityfundingguide.eu/case-studies/wcycle-institute-rethinking-the-business-model-of-maribor/
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CE HUBS _ MARIBOR, SLOVENIA
WCYCLE Institute –
Re-thinking the business model of Maribor
Lessons learned
Based on the achievements of WCYCLE and the City of Maribor, several lessons can be
learned:
 Establishing a platform involving local actors can be an effective way to foster
collaboration in your city or region. The WCYCLE Institute’s experience shows that this
collaborative approach can help implement projects aiming at closing material loops.
 When looking for ways to make a city more circular, it can be helpful to use the circular
perspective to assess current costs with a view to identify inefficiencies and cost-saving
solutions. In Maribor, the absence of a bio-waste treatment facility required waste to be
transferred to an external facility for treatment, with associated high transport and
treatment costs. By building a composting facility in the city, the bio-waste could be
turned into compost locally at a lower cost, with a revenue stream from the sale of
compost.
 Grants were used to fund the pilot activities of the City of Maribor and the WCYCLE
Institute. Co-funding requirements and the short-term character of these funding
mechanisms can often limit their applicability for scale-ups and larger projects.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.circularcityfundingguide.eu/case-studies/wcycle-institute-rethinking-the-business-model-of-maribor/
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CE HUBS _ LEARNING CENTRES &
ENTREPRENEURIAL NETWORKS

IMPACT HUB
Entrepreneurial Networks as Drivers for Positive Change
«We are one of the world’s largest networks focused on building entrepreneurial
communities for impact at scale — home to the innovators,
the dreamers and the entrepreneurs who are creating tangible solutions to
the world’s most pressing issues.»



IMPACT HUBs offer:




Community and Workspace
Startup Support
Programs and Events
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ IMPACT HUB

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
IMPACT HUB Report 2019: P8-9.
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CE HUBS _ IMPACT HUB

IMPACT HUB Report 2019: P7.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
IMPACT HUB Report 2019: P14-15.
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CE HUBS _ IMPACT HUB

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
IMPACT HUB Report 2019: P16-17.
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CE HUBS _ IMPACT HUB

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
IMPACT HUB Report 2019: P18-19.
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CE HUBS _ IMPACT HUB

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
IMPACT HUB Report 2019: P20-21.
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CE HUBS _ IMPACT HUB
CONNECT


everybody can …






join the network – Sharing the Knowledge & Community to connect with LikeMinded-Partners
become a member - Building the Infrastructure for Effective Trans-Local
Entrepreneurial Support
partner with IMPACT HUB - Providing Robust Insights to Improve Impact Strategies
in Business & Society

You can also open an Impact Hub !!!

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
IMPACT HUB Report 2019: P30-31.
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CE HUBS _ A NETWORK OF REGIONAL
INNOVATION HUBS

C-VoUCHER
Circularize ValUe CHains across European Regional Innovation
Strategies
Project information
 HORIZON 2020
 Grant agreement ID: 777773
 Start date: 1 April 2018 - end date 31 March 2021
Objective
C-VoUCHER aims to develop new circular (cradle to cradle) value chains, disrupting
traditional linear (cradle to waste) business models by means of cross-fertilization with
Design Thinking experts and Circular Disruptors.
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/777773

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ C-VOUCHER
Regional Innovation Hubs (RIHs)
Regional agencies specializing in innovation and support to SMEs
and communities
6 RIHs plus a cluster and an RTO identified sectoral challenges, cross-sectoral challenges
plus, to some degree, relations to the Regional Smart Specialization Strategies:









The Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth – Sweden
Agencja Rozwoju Mazowsza S.A. – Poland
Vejle Kommune – Denmark
Lifestyle and Design Cluster – Denmark
Systematic – France
Agentia de Dezvoltare Regionala Nord-Vest – Romania
Axengia Galega de Innovación – Spain
Force Technology – Denmark, RTO

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
C-VoUCHER: Catalogue of Circularity Challenges. Deliverable.
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CE HUBS _ C-VOUCHER
Objective
C-VoUCHER aims at generating new cross-sectoral and cross-border value chains with a
CE approach, by combining industrial value chains with enabling Technologies (Digital,
Hybrid & Engineering), through design thinking concepts.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://c-voucher.com/
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CE HUBS _ C-VOUCHER PROGRAM
The Programme

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://c-voucher.com/programme/
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CE HUBS _ C-VOUCHER
Community
Bring your CE ideas on!
«Under the frame of C-VoUCHER project, we have created a community that
integrates C-VoUCHER Marketplace and gathers the main stakeholders of the
European circular economy ecosystem:







SMEs
Design Thinking experts
Disruptors
Adopters SMEs
Investors
Policy Makers
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://c-voucher.com/community/
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CE HUBS _ C-VOUCHER MARKETPLACE

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://c-voucher.com/circularity-marketplace/
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CE HUBS _ CLUSTERS
Case Ostwestfalen-Lippe (OWL)
OWL is "at the very top of North RhineWestphalia“:


5 innovation networks



more than 600 members from business,
science, associations, chambers, business
development agencies and representatives
of civil society



activities - range from the optimisation of
business and technology processes,
knowledge and technology transfer to the
initiation and support of cooperations and
the development of new, innovative topics
and business areas
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://die-innovationsnetzwerke-owl.de/
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CE HUBS _ CLUSTERS _ CASE OWL
The innovation networks in OWL
5 innovation networks make a significant contribution to the future viability of the OWL
region:
 Energie Impuls OWL,
 InnoZent OWL,
 Food Processing Initiative,
 OWL MASCHINENBAU and
 ZIG - Zentrum für Innovation in der Gesundheitswirtschaft OWL
The innovation networks


combine their expertise for the benefit of the region and play an important role in
making OWL "fit for the future“.



convinced in the ERDF competition 2019 with its regional development project
CirQuality OWL which focusses on the potential of circular value creation and is dealing
with a broad-based capacity building.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://die-innovationsnetzwerke-owl.de/
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CE HUBS _ CLUSTERS _ CASE OWL
CirQuality OWL - a production site closes loops


Project partners:

5 innovation networks
VDI OWL (Association of German Engineers)
university of applied sciences Bielefeld



Project focus:

on the potentials arising from circular value creation,
i.e. products, buildings, components or materials are designed
from the beginning to be used in a continuous cycle without
ending up in landfills or downcycling



Project goal:

to develop solutions which qualify the companies at the OWL
production site and the necessary environment for the growing
CE markets.
The entire innovation ecosystem OWL is to be used and
optimized in order to design CE-based product ideas for the
next product generations and to realize them with new
business models.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.energie-impuls-owl.de/projects/circular-economy/
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CE HUBS _ CLUSTERS _ CASE OWL
CirQuality OWL - a production site closes loops
Roles of the project partners


5 innovation networks

ensure targeted adaptation in specific economic sectors.



University

analyses and optimises internal company processes and
systematises external factors for the purpose of integration
into the respective CE development process



VDI

the entire spectrum of the engineering world is involved in
the constructive discussion and the way is paved for the
inclusion of important impulses in future standards as well as
in engineering education

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.energie-impuls-owl.de/projects/circular-economy/
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CE HUBS _ CLUSTERS _ CASE OWL
CirQuality OWL – fields of action


Discover CE



Regional capacity
building



Qualifying actors



strengthening regional
identity



Providing strategic
support to actors



transfer results

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.energie-impuls-owl.de/projects/circular-economy/
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PART 5

CE HUBs _

cases / examples

Industrial Symbiosis
a) Definition
b) Examples
FISSAC Project
Paperchain Project
Kalundborg Symbiosis

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS
Definition
Industrial symbiosis is a form of brokering to bring companies together in innovative
collaborations, finding ways to use the waste from one as raw materials for another.
The word “symbiosis” is usually associated with relationships in nature, where two or
more species exchange materials, energy, or information in a mutually beneficial
manner.
Local or wider co-operation in industrial symbiosis can reduce the need for virgin raw
material and waste disposal, thereby closing the material loop – a fundamental feature
of the circular economy and a driver for green growth and eco-innovative solutions. It
can also reduce emissions and energy use and create new revenue streams.
However, in order to make industrial symbiosis a wide-spread commercial reality, more
needs to be done to manage the flow of waste material from different sectors and
industries, and there is still much to understand about:







environmental and societal impacts
harmonization of technologies, processes, policies
civil society engagement to a circular economy at EU level
waste resources information
waste treatment technologies
business models and coordination between
valueCOOPERATION
chain actors
TAKING
FORWARD

https://fissacproject.eu/en/what-is-industrial-symbiosis/
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INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS
Definition and types


An approach that engages several organisations across different fields in a
process of developing mutually beneficial transactions to reuse waste and byproducts.



Can be implemented in any type of regions or area, depending of the types of
resources transacted.
Depends on governance and policy factors.





Originates in two ways:
 As self-organised activity (e.g. Kalundborg, DK)
 As managed process; 2 types:



Facilitated networks
Planned networks
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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FISSAC PROJECT
Overview
Fostering Industrial Symbiosis for a Sustainable Resource Intensive Industry across the
extended Construction Value Chain.

Project information




HORIZON 2020
Grant agreement ID: 642154
Start date: 1 September 2015 - end date 29 February 2020

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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FISSAC PROJECT
Concept
FISSAC project involves stakeholders at all levels
of the construction and demolition value chain
to develop a methodology, and software platform
to facilitate information exchange, that can
support industrial symbiosis networks and replicate
pilot schemes at local and regional levels.
The model will be based on 3 sustainability
pillars – environmental, economic, social (taking
into consideration stakeholder engagement and
impact on society).
The ambition is that the model created can be
replicated in other regions and other value chain
scenarios.
FISSAC aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the processes, services, and products at different
levels.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://fissacproject.eu/en/
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FISSAC PROJECT
Scientific & technical goals

http://fissacproject.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/FISSAC-Generalpresentation.-Final-Conference-2020_Acciona.pdf

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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FISSAC PROJECT
SW platform

http://fissacproject.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/FISSAC-General-presentation.Final-Conference-2020-_Acciona.pdf

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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FISSAC PROJECT
Webinar platform

View the recording !

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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FISSAC PROJECT – IS PLATFORM
IS platform

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
http://is.fissacproject.eu/User/Login
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PAPERCHAIN PROJECT

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.paperchain.eu/
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PAPERCHAIN PROJECT

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.paperchain.eu/
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PAPERCHAIN PROJECT
Information & objective
Project information
 HORIZON 2020
 Grant agreement ID: 730305
 Start date: 1 June 2017 - end date 31 May 2021
Overall objective
 PAPERCHAIN is to deploy five novel circular economy models centred in the
valorisation of the waste streams generated by the PPI as secondary raw material for
a number of resource intensive sectors:
 construction sector,
 mining sector and
 chemical industry.
 PAPERCHAIN aims to unlock the potential of a resource efficient model based on
industrial symbiosis which will demonstrate the potential of the major non-hazardous
waste streams generated by the PPI as valuable secondary raw material.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/730305
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KALUNDBORG SYMBIOSIS

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
http://www.symbiosis.dk/en/
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KALUNDBORG SYMBIOSIS
Partnership
The Kalundborg Symbiosis is a
partnership between 11 public
and private companies in
Kalundborg.
Since 1972 Kalundborg has
developed the World’s first
industrial symbiosis with a
circular approach to production.
The main principle is, that a
residue from one company
becomes a resource at another,
benefiting both the
environment and the economy

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
http://www.symbiosis.dk/en/
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KALUNDBORG SYMBIOSIS
Watch the video !

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
http://www.symbiosis.dk/en/
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PART 6

CE HUBs –

cases / examples

Focus on regional and two smaller national HUBs
a) Regional Hubs
Circular Flanders is the HUB and the inspiration
for the Flemish CE (+ webinar)

b) National Hubs
Switzerland – Movement for a CE
Australia – The National CE HUB
more examples (not further elaborated here)
- SITRA, Finland & Kemi Circular and Bioeconomy Center, Lapland
(+ webinar)
- Zero Waste Scotland, Scotland

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ REGIONAL HUBS
Circular Flanders is the HUB and the inspiration
for the Flemish CE
Vision 2050. A long -term strategy for Flanders.
The vision sees Flanders as an inclusive, open, resilient and internationally connected region
that creates prosperity and wellbeing for its citizens in a smart, innovative and sustainable
manner.
In order to facilitate the vision, the Government of Flanders selected 7 transition priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CE
Smart living
Industry 4.0
Lifelong learning and a dynamic professional career
Caring and living together in 2050
Transport and mobility
Energy

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Vision 2050. 2016: P3, 16f.
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – issues addresses


Demographical trends: population growth, ageing and rejuvenation of the population,
migration.



Scientific and technological trends: the emergence of disruptive and exponential
technologies, driven by science and innovation.



Ecological trends: climate change and the burden on natural resources.



Economic trends: disruptions due to technological breakthroughs, shift of the world’s
economic centre to the East, industrial transformations, new relationships between
producers and consumers.



Political and administrative trends: changing geopolitical relationships, transformation
of governments and institutions.



Social trends: individualisation and diversity.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Vision 2050. 2016: P8.
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – a true circular partnership
Partnership of governments, companies, civil society, and the knowledge community that
will take action together. 17 organisations build the core - each one has committed to
carrying out a specific action:

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Retrospective Report 2017 – 2019: P5.
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – 6 core activities
1.

Network & Community > We connect and co-create.

2.

Knowledge & Education > We build and share our knowledge.

3.

Innovation > We enable.

4.

Catalyst > We make it happen.

5.

Policy > We support.

6.

Embedding > We make it grow.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Retrospective Report 2017 – 2019: P6
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – Open call - experiments
Financial support
to CE projects
via Open Call

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Retrospective Report 2017 – 2019: P80.
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – Open call – topics

Open Call –
high number &
wide range of
thematic projects

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Retrospective Report 2017 – 2019: P81.
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – Open call – budget
3 categories of projects
‘city and entrepreneurship’ projects;
2. ‘circular procurement’ projects;
3. revamped ‘2017 city and entrepreneurship’
projects.
1.




average grant amount is EUR 89,000
(with a max of EUR 100,000)
for an average project budget of EUR 136,000.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Retrospective Report 2017 – 2019: P82.
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – Open call – output
Open Call –
typology of output types:







circular business models and closed
chains
demonstration plants or products
awareness-raising or education
initiatives
coaching or facilitation processes
innovations in the procurement
process
research reports

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Retrospective Report 2017 – 2019: P83.
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders – Lessons learned


Broad societal support helps in identifying relevant circular topics and eventually good
projects. Moreover, it increases the likelihood that project results are implemented as
planned.



To improve the quality and diversity of projects, it is important, as a funder, to reflect on
previous calls for projects and see how these can be improved. In the case of Circular
Flanders, asking more specific and clear questions helped to improve the instrument and
the turnout of the calls.



Letting go of the expectation that all projects have to be successful could lead to more
interesting and innovative project proposals being submitted. It should be recognised that
also less successful projects can provide important lessons and inspiration.



Providing subsidies also leads to the optimisation of policy and laws, as they allow for the
noticing of practical bottlenecks that would not have been discovered if the subsidies had
not been granted.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.circularcityfundingguide.eu/case-studies/circular-flanders-a-true-circular-partnership/
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Webinar presentation
References
Vision 2050. A long-term strategy for Flanders.




Jan 2019 - https://www.vlaanderen.be/publicaties/vision-2050-a-long-term-strategy-for-flanders-0 (long
version - 104 pages)
Dec 2019 - https://www.vlaanderen.be/publicaties/vision-2050-a-long-term-strategy-for-flanders (short
version - 36 pages)
2016 - http://financeflanders.be/sites/default/files/atoms/files/Vision_2050_eng.pdf (short version - 24
pages)

Retrospective Report 2017 - 2019


Circular Flanders – Retrospective Report 2017 – 2019; an overview of our activities for the CE in Flanders first period.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ FLANDERS, NETHERLANDS
Circular Flanders –
Retrospective
Report 2017 – 2019;
an overview of our
activities for the
CE in Flanders first period.
The Circular Flanders
Report is an interactive
PDF.
On 104 pages an
overview of the work
carried out during 2017 –
2019 is given.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ NATIONAL HUBS
Switzerland – Movement for a CE
“In recent years various projects in the field of CE have emerged in
Switzerland. A variety of private companies and public organizations
pursue the goal of making the Swiss economy more circular with
creative solutions and innovative initiatives. It is now important to
bring together these numerous activities and actors, to exploit
synergies and to give a new boost to the CE in Switzerland.”
Kick-off 04. Feb 2019

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.circular-economy-switzerland.ch/?lang=en
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
Circular Economy Switzerland
A core team of 10 dedicated organizations has joined forces:


Supported by the MAVA Foundation and the Migros Engagement Fund, the network will act
as a catalyst for a new Swiss-wide CE movement with various projects and events.



Circular Economy Switzerland sees itself as a coordination and exchange platform and is
open to further initiatives in the field of circular economy.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.circular-economy-switzerland.ch/?lang=en
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
The CE Switzerland Charter
Character

The Charter is a self-declaration. Those signing show their intention to
commit themselves to the CE in Switzerland and are committed to
the principles set out in the Charter.



Vision

Switzerland has completed the transition from a linear economy to a
circular economy. In this way, the country is contributing to global
sustainable development and is strengthening its own position as a
location for business.



Mission

Our mission is to promote the CE in Switzerland at all levels. Our
movement is the driving force behind the efforts to create a market for
CE products and services and to raise awareness of the concept of the CE
in the business world and among the general public.



CE Switzerland brings together enthusiastic proponents of the CE from
the private sector, civil society, politics and administration and promotes
cooperation and knowledge sharing across all industries and fields.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
Charter CE Switzerland.
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
The CE Switzerland Charter


general

In a CE, resource consumption, waste, emissions and energy losses are
minimised by closing, slowing and narrowing material and energy loops.
This is achieved through long-lasting and regenerative design,
maintenance, repair, reuse, refurbishing, recycling and cascade
utilisation and through specially designed business models which focus on
use rather than ownership.



4 principles

1. Understanding of the CE
2. General/governance
3. Cooperation
4. Knowledge sharing



Who can sign

companies, organisations, NGOs, associations, research and educational
institutions, philanthropists, politicians, administrative bodies and
private individuals
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

Charter CE Switzerland.
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
CE Switzerland - projects


general

The core team of CE Switzerland already implements 6 innovative
projects and acts as a catalyst for a new Swiss-wide movement
in the CE.



Projects

Circular Cities Switzerland

CE Transition

 see next
Make Furniture Circular
Circular Hub
SHIFT Switzerland
CE2 – CE Entrepreneurs
#MoveTheDate Switzerland

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.circular-economy-switzerland.ch/projekte?lang=en.
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
CE transition


General

CET is a pioneer initiative that aims at accelerating the transition of
Switzerland to a CE.
The initiative will help drive the new paradigm for the future of
business, politics and society.
For the moment it takes place in the Impact Hub cities - Basel, Berne,
Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich.



Collaboration

Implementing partners:
Impact Hub Switzerland, sanua durabilities
Funding partner:
MAVA Foundation
Supporters:
UBS, movetia



Activites

CE Incubator
Business Lab
Community Events
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.cetransition.ch/
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
CE incubator


Program

Swiss-wide program for early-stage Startups in the CE



Call for
projects

The Incubator enables teams and startups to prototype and
solutions contributing to accelerate the transition towards CE.
These teams and startups can apply in a call for projects.
Per call a maximum of 25 places will be available for early-stage projects
from all over Switzerland with circular business models.



Activities

CE Incubator
Business Lab
Community Events
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.cetransition.ch/
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
CE incubator _ timeline
Timeline from call for projects until closing ceremony

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://www.cetransition.ch/en/incubator-2020
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CE HUBS _ MOVEMENT SWITZERLAND
CE incubator _ program for selected entrepreneurs


Program

12 weeks



Activities

with the support from advisors, experts and the network of impact
investors the selected entrepreneurs work on developing their minimum
viable product and validating their business model,.



Support

main pillars of support
Community and space
Startup support
Events and connections
Swiss-wide visibility
The entire support provided accounts for CHF 15.000 per team.
The CE Incubator has a zero equity and fees policy.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.cetransition.ch/en/incubator-2020
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CE HUBS _ NATIONAL HUBS
Australia – The National CE Hub


Australia is behind world leading countries in implementing CE policy, new
policies that are either specific to the CE or strongly influenced by CE
principles are beginning to emerge.



Australia has a strong need for a platform that inspires and facilitates the
collaboration and networking necessary for the transition to a CE.



Planet Ark is taking the lead on creating the National CE Hub and Marketplace,
which will be Australia’s leading platform to accelerate the transition to a CE.



The activities started in May 2019.

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://circulareconomyhub.org.au/#;
https://planetark.org/documents/doc-1864-circular-economy-hub---program-information.pdf
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CE HUBS _ AUSTRALIA
Planet Ark - The leading environmental not-for-profit
will create the B2B ‘eBay’ to help Australian
businesses implement the CE.”
Planet Ark …


is national, independent and non-political



is a well known and trusted environmental not-for-profit with a long history in recycling
education and product stewardship



has a wealth of knowledge and experience in creating and growing database-driven digital
platforms such as Recycling Near You and Business Recycling



has a strong history of effective collaboration with the most recent examples being the
Australasian Recycling Label and PREP with APCO and PREP Design
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://planetark.org/documents/doc-1864-circular-economy-hub---program-information.pdf
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CE HUBS _ AUSTRALIA

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://circulareconomyhub.org.au/#
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CE HUBS _ AUSTRALIA

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://planetark.org/documents/doc-1864-circular-economy-hub---program-information.pdf
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CE HUBS _ AUSTRALIA

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
https://planetark.org/documents/doc-1864-circular-economy-hub---program-information.pdf
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CE HUBS _ NATIONAL HUBS IN BRIEF
SITRA, Finland


SITRA

is an active fund for the future who studies, researches and brings
together partners from different sectors in open-minded trials and
reforms



Vision

Finland as a pioneer of sustainable well-being.
Sustainable well-being means a good life that is lived within our
planet’s boundaries – here, now and in the future.



6 principles

1. Addressing well-being in a holistic way
2. Adjusting to planetary boundaries
3. Empowering individuals and communities
4. Moving to a regenerative and collaborative economy
5. Building competencies for a complex world
6. Developing inclusive and adaptive governance
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.sitra.fi/en/topics/strategy/
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CE HUBS _ NATIONAL / REGIONAL HUBS

SITRA _ Kemi-Tornio economic region in Lapland
 The Circular and Bioeconomy Center
The Centre for CE originated from nationwide need


Kemi - Preparation of an ecosystem for industrial circular economy 2012–2017.



SITRA compiled 2016 world’s first national road map for promoting CE with a goal of
creating a shared ambition to advance CE in the society and determining the most
efficient methods for that.



SITRA named the Industrial CE Innovation Platform, led by Kemin Digipolis Oy, as one of
the key projects of the road map.



The next step was a project where the Competence and Training Centre for Industrial
Symbiosis in Kemi-Tornio was established. Founding members of and key operators at the
Centre for Circular and Bio Economy are Digipolis, the City of Kemi and the Lapland
University of Applied Sciences (strategic focus area - development of circular and bio
economy).



Establishing the CE Center a logical continuation of Digipolis’s work on promoting CE.
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

https://www.digipolis.fi/en/teollinenkiertotalous/centre-for-circular-economy
https://www.digipolis.fi/en/front-page
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CE HUBS _ KEMI, LAPLAND, FINLAND
The Circular and Bioeconomy Center
Goal

- to develop a more competitive business environment for companies involved
in the CE

TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD
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CE HUBS _ KEMI, LAPLAND, FINLAND
Webinar presentation
References

Websites: The Circular and Bioeconomy Centre:

Digipolis – Kemi Technology Park:

SITRA:

https://www.digipolis.fi/en/teollinenkiertotalous

https://www.digipolis.fi/en/front-page

https://www.sitra.fi/en/
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CE HUBS _ NATIONAL HUBS IN BRIEF
Zero Waste Scotland, Scotland


Zero Waste

has been established in 2014, since then a lot has been achieved



Next plan

Zero Waste Scotland’s Corporate Plan 2019-2023



The strategy

The purpose:
“To lead Scotland to use products and resources responsibly.”
The way:
“We will direct with evidence, inspire by demonstration, and
influence through partnerships and promotion.”
TAKING COOPERATION FORWARD

Zero Waste Scotland: Corporate Plan 2019 – 23. 2019. P11.
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CE HUBS _ ZERO WASTE SCOTLAND
The
strategy
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CE HUBS _ ZERO WASTE SCOTLAND
References

Website:

https://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/

Brochure:

Zero Waste Scotland: Corporate Plan 2019 – 23. 2019.

Good Practice:

Good practice: Zero Waste Scotland. Interreg Europe.
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